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From The President

Russ Kramer
Mystic, CT

By the time you read this, our Annual Weekend in
Plymouth, Massachusetts will be behind us, and the ASMA
will be in the capable hands of new leadership. So this is
my final missive to you as President; I have served five full
years in that capacity and am proud of all we’ve accomplished during that
time.

A Word About
The American Society of
Marine Artists
The American Society of Marine Artists is a
non-profit organization whose purpose is to
recognize and promote marine art and maritime
history. We seek to encourage cooperation
among artists, historians, marine enthusiasts
and others engaged in activities relating to
marine art and maritime history. Since its
founding in 1978, the Society has brought
together some of America’s most talented
contemporary artists in the marine art field.
✺

Of course, the Society’s success is guaranteed only with the dedicated, allvolunteer group of folks who serve on our Board, hold executive positions,
represent us regionally, organize exhibitions, produce the Journal, or help
out on committees. I would like to personally thank those who have served
with me, and will continue to serve in the future. We owe Kim Shaklee, Mike
Killelea, Daven Anderson, Sheri Farabaugh, Charlie Robinson, Anne Brodie
Hill, Len Mizerek and all the rest who serve on the Board with energy and
distinction today and into the future, a big debt of gratitude.
* * *
The next big event is our 17th National Exhibition, which opens next Fall at
the Muscarelle Museum at William and Mary College, located in Williamsburg,
Virginia. We will also be holding our Annual Weekend in conjunction with the
17th National, September 8-11, 2016. This is a multi-venue “museum” show,
as opposed to the 16th which was online only. Plans are still being finalized
for one or two of the locations, but works will travel from Williamsburg to the
Quinlan Visual Arts Center in Gainesville, Georgia, the Minnesota Museum
of Marine Art in Winona, and finally the newly-completed grand McGraw
Gallery Exhibition Building at Mystic Seaport in Connecticut in late Summer
of 2017.
Jurying for the show will be concurrent to the 2016 Portfolio Review next
April; you can see more information on how to participate elsewhere in this
issue. Remember -- since the very beginning, participation by Signature
Members has been REQUIRED; that is to say, ALL Signature Members MUST
offer at least one work to the jury for consideration in order to preserve their
status. The (again, all-volunteer) management team of the Society has spent
considerable time and expense (and frustration) in the past two Exhibitions
trying to get universal participation among Signature Members. This
requirement, and the penalty for non-participation, will be strictly enforced
for the 17th. Fellows are not juried, but must participate as well with a
dedicated painting or sculpture for the Exhibition. Note Regular Members are
not required, but strongly encouraged to participate; everyone should offer
up their best work.
* * *
Thank you for the opportunity to serve these past five years; it has been an
honor and a privilege.
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Assorted Scuttlebutt
Robert Semler

robert@rcsemlerart.com

I have a hard time figuring out
where the time goes. Here we are in the
Fall, getting ready for Thanksgiving
and Christmas, and I seem to recall
just packing away the tree and
decorations. Oh well, I suppose that is called "time flies when
you're having fun!"
Unfortunately, we were not able to attend the Plymouth
AGM this year and by the time you receive this those of you
who were there will realize this. We kinda blew our budget
on our 50th wedding anniversary vacation, but plan on a big
reunion and great time next year in Williamsburg, VA, where
the AGM will coincide with our 17th National Exhibition.
Please prepare for that as it promises to be one of our best.
All Nationals are prestigious and this one will be no different.
Details will be forthcoming in the next ASMA News & Journal,
hitting the streets in mid-January.
There are some very important news items in this issue. Our
annual dues notice, opportunity for application for Signature
and/or Fellow status, deadlines for the website and member
images, plus a lot of other important information.
We are fortunate to have revived our "Fellows Corner" this
issue with an in-depth article by Bill Duffy on how he creates a
painting. Lots of great images and tips for all of us.
We are again running the 2-page spread regarding Charlie
Robinson's wonderful book on the War of 1812. And, thanks
to Fellow Len Tantillo he has given us a follow up to self
publishing, describing his trials and tribulations creating our
16th National catalog. He did a wonderful job and for those
interested in self-publishing, yet another take on how it's done.
Many of you know of the special relationship ASMA has with
the Coos Art Museum in Coos Bay, Oregon. Clyde Kirkpatrick
has given us an in-depth article on the opening night of their
22nd Annual Maritime Art Exhibition, the awards and plenty
of examples of the art that garnered the prizes.
Plus a few shots of the gang, again plein air painting at the
famous "Bone Yard".
One thing that I must mention is "Christine's Log Book".
Christine stepped up to my call after our own Pete Eagleton
passed away, to replace his popular column "Harbour Lights"
with yet more "newsy" and important information for those
of us in ASMA. She has told me, as she has indicated in her
column, that this would be her last regular column for the
ASMA News & Journal. She has, unfortunately, had some
health problems and must cut back. I can not only tell you how
Continued on page 25
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Membership
Information
New Members
Odd Anderson
New Jersey

Jenna Bennett
Oregon

Maria Oliva
Texas

Jeff Birchill
Georgia

Emily Brokow
Oregon

Lilly Paine
Massachusetts

Martin Figlinski
Florida

Marcus Dalpe
Massachusetts

Vanessa Patterson
Oregon

Warren Griffin
Georgia

Kaylea Daubenspeck
Texas

Alexandra Provost
Massachusetts

Matthew Hillier
Maryland

Nathan Eckert
Texas

Christina Ramos
Texas

Kathy Kitz
Georgia

Gabriela Estrada
Texas

Oliver Russell
Massachusetts

Dennis Maurer
Michigan

Kyler Green
Oregon

Kristina Stovall
Texas

Terry Miller
Maryland

Loren Heckard
Oregon

Maia Tardif
Massachusetts

Heather Kirby
Texas

Anastasiya Yakovleva
Massachusetts

Mathea Madsen
Massachusetts

Deceased

Arielle Moore
Texas

Charles Kenney
Dee Knott

New Student
Members
Kiersten Bates
Colorado

IMPORTANT

NEW ASMA ADDRESS
ASMA
P. O. Box 557, Carrollton, VA 23314
314-241-2339
asmaartists@gmail.com

The ASMA mailing address has changed again so please
make note of this in your address book or files.
Also, make note of the new phone number that was
published in the WINTER issue of the News & Journal!!

Christine’s Log Book
Christine Diehlmann
diehlmannseaart@comcast.net

This year we had a whale!
Cavorting, no less! Ocean City does
not have whales. However, this year
we had this special visitor who cruised
down the Atlantic coastline twice to
all appearances enjoying our resort
immensely. I was thinking about this and our beach in Ocean
City, MD just after I read Charlie Robinson’s Notes from Brush
Hill on Signature member, Edward William Parker. Ed Parker’s
painting, “Nellie G” on the Summer ASMA News & Journal
cover was just delightful. I do not possess Ed’s special talent but
would like to borrow from it a bit to paint you all a word picture
that expresses the essence of summertime in Ocean City, MD.
Many of you have been here for past AGMs so I hope it brings
back happy memories.
We start our blank page with a straight white sand beach that
goes for miles as far as the eye can see. Bordering the beach is
the magnificent Atlantic Ocean, again extending as far as the eye
can see to the far horizon. (Here we must make a decision about
just what the ocean is doing. Depending on the weather, we can
have wild huge waves, lazy tall waves or very quiet rolling surf.
One of the mystical facets one can witness about the Atlantic is
the way the waves change direction – the whole ocean changes
direction. One can see rolling waves going south to north in the
morning, then see them coming straight in parallel to shore later
in the day. By late night they come in from north to south. I can’t
possibly understand how anyone who has seen this phenomenon
can deny the existence of God.) For my word painting, we will
have a nice sunny day with easy rolling waves close to shore.
Way off in the distance one can see tiny freighter or barges with
tug boats way ahead. The fishing boats are so far out they can
barely be seen. Pleasure boats, but not many, drift past off shore.
Here we have to paint in large schools of porpoise who patrol
our coast sometimes close in other times a little farther out but
clearly visible. They tend to put on aquatic shows at will. This
year our whale joined the spectacle. One year, we had a large
shark cruise up the coastline. I have a fabulous (if somewhat
humorous) photo of the event from up above on the 21st floor.
The water is completely vacant of people. They are all lined up
like watching a parade as the black fin of the shark glides past.
We have two large fifty-passenger speed boats, one red
the other yellow, which come by two or three times a day on
a coastline tour. They are often diverted by the porpoise and
slowly circle around to give the passengers a close up view. A flat
bottomed sign boat wallows past once in each direction. Now
and then one of the speed boats pulling parachute riders far
above the water appear. There is also a bi-wing WWII airplane
Continued on Page 24

News From The

Fo’c’sle

Signature member William
Lowe entered a California Art
Club show (also a member of
the California Art Club) with
his painting "The Spirit of
Adventure” and won the Juror’s
Award. The only award given
out.

"The Spirit of Adventure" - William Lowe

A maritime painting winning
an award amongst so many great plein air artists is significant.
The California Art Club is a long standing highly regarded art
club here in California.

ASMA Signature Members, Scott
Penegar and Jeff Birchill, were
each juried into the Loveland 32nd
Sculpture in the Park. This Loveland,
Colorado event is the nation’s largest
outdoor sculpture show with 160 of
the top sculptors. Jeff, who carves "Common Atlantic Octopus" - Jeff Birchill
stone, was juried as a Signature
Artist into The Society of Animal Artists, 2013, and currently
honored to be nominated as one of
four for Elected Membership into
The National Sculpture Society. Jeff’s
“Treasures Under the Sea” has been
touring museums across the country,
2014-15, and his Atlantic Octopus was
at The Bennington Center for the Arts,
2015.
ASMA
Member
Dennis
Maurer helped to host the
inaugural annual event at the
Coast Guard icebreaker Mackinaw
on August 1st at Mackinaw City,
Michigan. The Mackinaw is a
retired icebreaker and now is a
floating museum open for tours.
Dennis displayed four paintings of
Coast Guard boats and two of the
Mackinaw paintings are for sale
as prints and cards in the ship
gift shop.

"Treasures Under the Sea" - Jeff Birchill

Dennis Maurer with his CG paintings

Signature Member Sheri
Farabaugh received an Award
of Excellence at the Oil Painters
of America Western Regional
Exhibit at the Wild Horse Gallery
in Steamboat Springs, Colorado
in August of this year.
"Green Lips" • Sheri Farabaugh

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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All Things

ASMA

ADVANCING YOUR MEMBERSHIP

Invitation to submit portfolios for election to become
Signature Member or Fellow.

SIGNATURE MEMBER
WEBSITE GALLERY

TO APPLY TO BECOME A SIGNATURE MEMBER
Deadline April 2, 2016

There is an initial $40 fee to set up a Signature web gallery
and $20 additional if you wish to include a link to your website.
A $10 annual maintenance fee will be charged thereafter, unless
the artist wishes to substitute images, where a $40 review fee
would apply. There is an additional $10 annual renewal fee for
members with a web link to their site. All fees shall be payable
with Member’s annual dues online at the ASMA website, or
by check to:
ASMA • P.O. Box 557 • Carrollton, VA 23314
Renewal fees will be payable annually with membership
renewals notice. It is a Signature Members’ responsibility
to include payment of their website renewal fees with their
membership dues. Those failing to do so will have their work
removed from the website gallery.
Submissions will be accepted between December 15th and
January 30th annually. Accepted images will be posted to
the ASMA website by March 1st of each year. Images should
be approximately. 5" x 7” at 150 dpi in a .jpeg format, with the
name, title, medium and size included. Please send images (2
at a time, to assure delivery) via email to: kim@kimshaklee.
com. If you do not have access to E-mail, send a CD with your
images and written information identifying each work with
name, title medium and size to: Kim Shaklee -14599 Picadilly
Road, Brighton, CO 80603.

• Applications are to be made on-line through Juried Art Services –
www.juriedartservices.com

REMINDER
2016 ANNUAL DUES
FOR ASMA MEMBERS

Just a quick reminder that the end of the year is rapidly
approaching and all 2016 annual dues for ASMA Members are
due by January 1, 2016.
The Society has spent a great deal of time and money
to make the renewal an easy process to do online at
the ASMA website. Please visit the website at: www.
americansocietyofmarineartists.com to familiar yourself with
our new system.
Please renew your dues, as soon as you receive a
dues renewal notice. This helps us in so many aspects of
administration and keeps membership as affordable as
possible for all of our members. ASMA spends countless
hours contacting individuals with reminders for membership
renewals. Please help us save time. Dues may also be paid by
sending a check to:
ASMA • P.O. Box 557 • Carrollton, VA 23314
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• A portfolio with 12 images is to be submitted, identifying the tile,
size and medium of each work, together with a brief resumé, name,
address and email, and stating whether your are already a Member or
have been a Signature Member in the past.
• Signature Members are entitled to use the initials ASMA after
their name and exhibit their works on the ASMA website Gallery
(Additional fee required).
• A non-refundable submission fee of $75.00 is payable online by credit
card.
• Follow JAS specifications for uploading and digital image
specifications.
• On-line submission begin March 1, 2016 and ends April 2, 2016.
• Candidates are asked for Biography information to be typed online, or
you may submit additional materials by mail. Candidates are advised
to choose their images selectively. The Committee will be looking for
a consistent body of artwork, not just one or two items of good quality.
• Notifications will be mailed on or about May 15, 2016.

TO APPLY TO BECOME A FELLOW
Mail Deadline April 2, 2016
• Applicants submitting for consideration to ASMA Fellow status
must first be a Signature Member in ASMA. Signature Members,
particularly those who have exhibited with ASMA for some years are
encouraged to apply.
• A portfolio with a minimum of 20 works is to be submitted, identifying
each image with title, size, medium, and the approximate year of
completion. Sculptors should submit 2 views for each work.
• Follow JAS specifications for uploading and digital image
specifications.
• A non-refundable submission fee of $130 is payable online by credit
card or by sending a check made payable to ASMA, mailed to: Len
Mizerek, 333 East 14th Street. Apt 7J, New York, NY 10003.
• Please include a detailed resumé that includes your name address and
email. Resumé may also be mailed to address shown above.
• Submissions for Fellowship begins March 1, 2016 and ends April 2,
2016.
• The Fellows are responsible for maintaining the artistic standards and
managing the artistic affairs of the Society. Those members submitting
for Fellow should do so with the understanding that, if elected, he or
she will be encouraged to contribute to the Fellowship or the Society
in some fashion best suited to their individual artistic excellence and/
or professional experience.
• For questions, contact Len Mizerek at (212) 777-3344 or by email at:
mizerek@aol.com
• Notifications will be mailed by May 15, 2016

Notes From
Brush Hill

by Charles Raskob Robinson
Brush Hill Studios, Washington, CT

For twenty years this column has
focused on ASMA artists, their life stories,
approaches to their art, their techniques
and tools in order to introduce our members
to each other so that we all might learn
from the experiences of our colleagues.
In the last issue we went “Down East”
and met New England Signature Member
Edward William Parker and learned about
his unique, colorful, engaging and wellexecuted paintings based on humorous
vignettes of American life and folklore. In
this issue we “go Down South” to meet
the Georgia born and raised artist, Debra
Sanders Nadelhoffer.

DEBRA SANDERS NADELHOFFER
MEMBER, Dawsonville, GA
Website:
www.debranadelhoffer.com
“It is wonderful how much
may be done if we are always
doing.”
Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826)
From an 1787 letter to his wife, Martha.

She does get about. In fact, I was
fortunate to find her home in Dawsonville,
Georgia to interview for this article for in
recent weeks she conducted an outdoor
workshop in The Bascom Center for the
Visual Arts in Highlands, NC, was a
Featured Artist at the Door County Plein Air
Festival in Fish Creek, WI and is now in Port
Clyde, Maine. ASMA Signature Member
Mary Erickson, who lives in North Carolina,
invited her to join other artists – including
ASMA Fellow Don Demers – to spend a
week painting and doing as they wish but

"Winter's Sleep" - 18" x 24" - Oil on Linen

to gather and share dinners together.
And she is busy: While doing
all of this, she participated in the
following exhibitions that have
occurred or are about to: The
American Impressionist Society
16th National Juried Exhibition,
the American Women Artist 2015
National Juried Exhibition, the
American Women Artist 2015
Online Juried Show, the Southeastern
Wildlife 2015 Exposition, the Oil Painters
of America 2015 Juried Salon Exhibition of
Traditional Painting, the American Society
of Marine Artists 16th National Exhibition
and the 2015 ASMA South Regional
Exhibition.

A Story of Dedication and Perseverance
“Perseverance is the hard work you do
after you get tired of doing the hard work
you already did.”
“Newt” Gingrich, (b. 1943)
Georgia Representative to the
U.S. House of Representatives from 1979 to 1999.

The course of Debra’s career was not
easy and not always clear but she kept at it
and eventually things fell into place. It is an
inspiring story.
Although Debra recounts that ever
since she was a child she loved color and
the creative process, she did not come from
an Egeli or Blossom family that produced
generation after generation of artists. Her
mother, Joyce, was a teacher and guidance
counselor whose art was limited to doing
pastels as a kid while her father, James, was
a salesman for Gulf Oil Company. “I was
constantly coloring and dancing as a kid
and did all of the things Southern girls did
but my mother felt that unless I showed
some genius in one of these fields (which I
did not), she was not going to pay for lessons
to develop any of these talents.” Moreover,
the family was constantly on the move
since her father was given different markets
to work for Gulf Oil. Debra was born on
November 12, 1950 in Atlanta, GA and two

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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sisters followed as the family moved on to
Jacksonville, FL (where Debra remembers
being exposed to the maritime world
when she used to visit the port and Navy
ships stationed there on school trips), St.
Augustine, FL and Savannah, GA. However
through all of this she remained interested
in art and in 1968 when she attended
college at Georgia Southern University
in Statesboro, GA and then transferred to
the oldest state-chartered university in the
United States, the University of Georgia in
Athens, art remained her major.

Typical of art departments then and,
unfortunately still today, “art” in these
Georgia universities was modern art and,
if one had any interest in representational
or traditional academic art, one better look
elsewhere. With Southern graciousness,
Debra merely says, “My sort of art was
not encouraged. Everything was abstract
so I had to find my own way outside of
established education. In any case, it was
a turbulent time and not the usual peaceful
learning environment. It was the era of
the Kent State shootings and the Viet Nam
protests, etc. and the University of Georgia
was not immune.”
However, her art and studies, such as
they were, came to an end after her second
year in college in 1970 when she met and
married a graduate student at the University
of Georgia. They began a family with the
arrival of T. J. Smith, Jr. in 1972 and Heather
in 1975.1 Nevertheless, her interest in art
continued. “As a stay-at-home mom, I was
pretty much self-taught with an occasional
workshop. I started in watercolor. At that
time we lived fifty miles north of Atlanta
and art supplies in other mediums were
hard to find but watercolor was popular
and available. I did a lot of reading on

"Salt Pond Preserve" - 9" x 12" - Oil on Linen

“In 1982 my life took a dramatic
change. I got divorced and went back to
school to learn about computers so that
I could get a job.” She went to Lanier
Technical College in nearby Gainesville
(part of the Technical College System
of Georgia) and enrolled in their Data
Processing program. “There I learned how

to program main frame computers (skills
which were quickly outdated as desk
top computers became more and more
powerful and software more advanced) and
also learned business applications. It was
a one-year program so I got my degree and
was out and looking for a job as soon as
classes were over. I found work close to
home, as an Administrator at North Georgia
College and State University in Dahlonega3
while my children were little. When they got
older, I took a job in Atlanta at a computer
software company as an Administrative
Assistant. In time, Computer Associates
International bought the company and I
was offered a job to stay on. I remained
there ten years until 2003 and served as a
Sales Administrator, Education Coordinator,
and, finally, a Client Based Representative

in 1873 and, as such, was the second oldest public institution of
higher education in the state – second only to the University
of Georgia, which was incorporated by an act of the General
Assembly in 1785 and thereby became the first state chartered,
state supported university in America. North Georgia College,
renowned for its ROTC program, it was eventually designated
as The Military College of Georgia – one of six senior military
colleges in the United States. And, given ASMA’s increasing ties
with Gainesville, GA whose Quinlan Visual Arts Center will
host our 17th National in 2017, it is noteworthy that North
Georgia College consolidated with Gainesville State College in
2013 to become the University of North Georgia.
4
The company has offices in forty countries, has nearly 13,000

employees and holds nearly a thousand patents worldwide with
a similar number pending. Its computer software products are
used by thousands of industries, including a majority of the
Fortune Global 500 companies, government organizations,
educational institutions, etc. They earned $4.4 billion in revenue
in 2014.
5
He escaped to New York following the Bolshevik Revolution,
studied at the Art Students League and became a portrait painter
before moving to Atlanta where he became an established feature
in art circles.
6
From an on-line lecture by Marc Chatov

my own and found instructional books by
North Light Publishing particularly helpful.”
(Several ASMA artists have contributed to
North Light books over the thirty years they
have been publishing, including eleven
members who wrote the chapters for the
1997 book Painting Ships, Shores and
the Sea: 26 Step-by-Step Demonstrations
in All Mediums! edited by Rachel Rubin
Wolf 2).

(Footnotes)
T. J. (Terry Jack) Smith now is married and he and Alison
have two children, Olivia (11) and Sawyer (7) and they live near
Debra. Heather is married to Chris Strack who recently retired
from the Army and they live in Chester, VA.
2
The ISBN for this full color, 144-page, hard cover book
is: 0-89134-787-9. The eleven ASMA members were,
alphabetically: The late Willard Bond; Marc A. Castelli; Peter
E. Egeli; James Drake Iams; Dee Knott; George F. McWilliams;
Leonard Mizerek; the late Yves Parent; Charles Raskob
Robinson; Robert C. Semler; and Lois Salmon Toole.
3
Interestingly, in light of her next job at the University of
Georgia, North Georgia College and State University was
established as the agricultural branch of the University of Georgia
1
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working directly with clients and their
software licensing. It was a hard job and
involved a good bit of travel but it was great
training and kept me in touch with the
latest in technology. I am not sure where
Computer Associates is ranked now, but at
the time it was one of the top software sales
and development companies in the world.
I was lucky to have worked in such a fast
paced environment.” Indeed, “fast paced”:
Currently known as CA Technologies, this
New York headquartered company remains
one of the largest independent software
corporations in the world.4
In addition to being a single mother
and making the one to two-hour commute
to Atlanta and traveling for her job, Debra
struggled to continue her art education.
“When my children were young, I worked
during the day and painted at night and on
the weekends. Then, as they were finishing
high school and leaving for college, I would
get up at 4:30 in the morning, start painting
at 5 and paint for about an hour and a half
and then get ready to leave for work. I was
able to focus on my art education and took
a lot of classes after work. I was younger
then and had a lot of energy. Even so, I
was tired on the way home late at night but
usually was ready to go the next morning.”
During these years she studied
figurative art in Atlanta with Marc Chatov
(b. 1953) whose influence she credits for
her growth as an artist. Son of the colorful,
Russian born artist and costume designer
Roman Gregory Chatov (1900 – 1987) 5,
Marc Chatov is probably responsible
for some of the techniques Debra has
developed, like seeing her work through
the eye of a camera. Chatov advises,
“Artists often view their work in terms of
what it should look like and overlook what
it does look like. Remove yourself from
being the critic and just see the painting as
it is. Often times the painting has a life of
its own, revealing that which is unseen and
makes it visible – like the artist’s passion.”6
Debra says she uses the mirror approach
to get her distance from the work but she
finds “a photograph of the painting is the
best way for me to remove myself from
the painting. What I see is an image that is
not mine and I can step away from it more
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Notes From Brush Hill

"Forgotten Beach" - 18" x 36" - Oil on Linen

objectively and see what it has to offer.”
She also studied under Margaret Dyer,
who moved from New York to Atlanta,
studied under Roman Gregory Chatov
and has been active in pastel and teaching
circles for the last twenty years. As noted,
Debra began painting in watercolor and
did so for many years. “But I never felt a
strong connection with the medium. There
was always a need to connect, more hands
on, with the medium and felt pastels were
a natural step in that direction. I loved the
drawing aspect of working with pastels and
continued my journey in this realm with
Southeastern Pastel Society and served as
its President for seven years. There were so
many great artists to learn from and I grew
a lot during that time. I am proud to be a
Signature Member of that organization.”

Plein Air: The New World
“Everything in nature contains all the
powers of nature. Everything is made of
one hidden stuff.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson (18031882) Compensation, in Essays:
First Series, 1841

A watershed event in her development
and career as an artist occurred when
she took a pastel workshop with Albert
Handell (b. 1937) in Santa Fe, NM. Born
in Brooklyn, NY and schooled at the Art
Students League in New York for a number
of years, Albert Handell continued his
studies in Europe before settling New

Mexico where he has developed a national
reputation among collectors and museums
and a following for both his “mentoring
programs” and workshops in pastels. “It
was my very first experience with plein air
and opened a whole new world. Working
outdoors directly from nature has become
an important tool that has allowed me to
continue my own education about art
– I learn every time I am out there. After
attending his workshop, Albert asked me
in 2005 if I would be willing to coordinate
a workshop for him in Dawsonville, GA. I
did and over a period of six or seven years
continued to manage several five-day
workshops for him in the Dawsonville area
where we painted rivers and farms in this
area of northern Georgia. In my estimation
he is one of the best out there especially
in pastel. His paintings are still magical to
me and I am grateful for my time working
with him.”
Pastels led Debra to plein air. Then in
1997 she decided to work in oils because
she could easily mix her paints on location
and she felt there was a better market for
oil paintings. Moreover, she had been
spoiled by the “jewel” nature of pastels
and oil paint, in contrast to watercolors,
offered that brilliance. Ever the initiator, the
following year she found that “there were
several of my friends who liked or wanted
to paint plein air so we gathered a group
of a couple of dozen together called the
Plein Air Painters of Georgia to paint and
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a New York set designer and theatrical
producer, Watson Barratt, had. He married
Louise Bascom who was born in Highland
to pioneer settlers there. (Her mother was a
Crockett.) Louise was a Wellesley College
graduate and a successful writer and editor
in New York. They escaped New York to
summer in Highland where they had a
house and actively supported the arts.
Through gifts from the Barratt estate, the
vision to establish a permanent gallery in
Highland for the display of works created by
regional artists materialized and in the thirty
years since then Highland, a village of just
a few hundred residents, became known
as a progressive community committed to
nurturing local talent and to celebrating its
natural assets. In 2009 The Bascom Center
occupied a newly constructed, architectdesigned, six-building, six-acre campus –
with an entranceway covered bridge built
in the early 1800’s and moved from New
Hampshire. At its heart is a 27,000 square

"Path from the Beach" - 12" x 16" - Oil on Linen

learn together about once a month. Doors
opened to us because of our roster and we
began having exhibits, the first being at the
Quinlan Visual Arts Center in Gainesville,
GA. This went so well, we were able to
schedule an exhibition annually and we
did this for nearly a dozen years before
we disbanded. (The Quinlan has hosted an
ASMA South Regional Exhibition and will
host the Society’s 17th National in 2017.)
These plein air activities laid the foundation
for the next chapter of an active teaching.
Before turning to her teaching
accomplishments, it is interesting and
somewhat surprising to see the relationship
between her plein air painting and her
work in the studio. First and foremost, plein
air is her classroom – where she learns the
most. “I started to teach myself with books
and an occasional workshop but the best
is learning from life – direct painting in
nature. I am trying to catch up by using
plein air. When on location I start with
an idea but sometimes the painting has a
different idea and things change. I can’t see
the finished painting from the start. Things
happen in the process for me and, if lucky,
happy accidents. I gather information
and experiment in the plein air process
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but generally do not sell these works. I
keep them for reference in the studio or
occasionally give them to be auctioned for
some benefit. In composing a work for a
studio painting, I will review the plein air
studies as well as photos I have taken to
help recall the light, sounds and smells of
the day which helps create a sense of place
in the larger studio work. Then I make some
sketches – some ideas – for the studio work
that I can sleep on overnight. These then
become the basis for my work in the studio
the next day.

From Learning to Teaching
“The one exclusive sign of thorough
knowledge is the power of teaching.”
Aristotle (384-322 BCE)

She has taught and painted on
location various places in the United
States and throughout Georgia. As noted
earlier, this summer she led a workshop
at The Bascom Center for the Visual Arts
in Highland, a town located just over the
state border in western North Carolina
on the Highlands-Cashiers Plateau in the
southern Appalachian Mountains. This
was her second workshop there. This quite
extraordinary art center began with a vision

"The Crane" - 8" x 10" - Oil on Linen

foot architectural jewel featuring historic
materials in a modern setting and a very
active, multi-faceted arts program which
for two years now has featured Debra’s
workshops. She notes, “The Bascom
pulls from North Carolina, Georgia, and I
think South Carolina. You weave through
several states driving up there and it is a
long winding road. It is a beautiful center
with mountains, waterfalls and streams – a
different place altogether and we have the
ability to work outside and inside.”
Debra has participated in the
Southeastern Wildlife Exposition for the last
couple of years and has been invited back
for the 2016 event. Held in Charleston, SC

in the winter months, usually in February
around Valentine’s Day, this three-day
event – this “Celebration To Preserve A
Way of Life – Ours” - has been bringing
together
sportsmen,
conservationists,
artists, sculptors, artisans, fans and
collectors for over three decades. Through

"Alligator Pond" - 11" x 14" - Oil on Linen

a program of scheduled events – from
fine art exhibits, conservation education,
sporting demonstrations and socializing –
the Exposition focuses on beauty found in
nature. “I do some wildlife paintings here
and there, sporting dogs mainly because
my son is a hunter, but mostly I take
paintings of landscapes, a lot of marshes
and some birds. It is a great show and so
much fun and I find my ASMA friend there,
Kim Shaklee with her beautiful sculpture.
Next February is closer than you think
so I have to begin painting for the 2016
show now.” Among the paintings Debra
exhibited this year at the Exposition was
Alligator Pond.
She does not limit her canvas to the
South. For instance, this summer far to
the north in Wisconsin, she participated
in an event in Door County - a beautiful
peninsula that juts into Lake Michigan.
Last year she received an invitation to join
forty other artists from across the country
to be featured artists in the 2015 Door
County Plein Air Art Festival, which is
the largest such event in the Midwest. “I
was thrilled to be invited to this and fell
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in love with the area.” Other artists over
the generations have felt the same way
about Door County. During the Twentieth
Century an art colony developed there, as
artists from throughout the Midwest were
attracted to the waterfronts and farms of the
peninsula. Fifty years ago this gave rise to
the establishment of the Peninsula School
of Art in the port town of Fish Creek on the
north end of the peninsula. The School is
the sponsor of the Plein Air Festival.

Closer to home, Debra has been
teaching weekly classes at Chastain Art
Center in Atlanta, GA for eleven years.
This is the oldest arts center in Atlanta and
is run by the Atlanta Office of Cultural
Affairs. She began while still working for
Computer Associates, teaching one night
a week. When she left her job to pursue
art full time in 2003, she began to teach
two classes a week in seasonal programs
that ran all year. In addition, since 2009 she
has also conducted about three workshops
annually one of which is in the winter on
the coast in Apalachicola, FL and the others
in the mountains of northern Georgia. “This
schedule and my students keep me on my
toes. I work hard to stay ahead of them
and give them something they can use. My
students are great friends, and I am lucky to
have them.”

everything, from making frames and linen
boards and Masonite panels for plein air
painting to packing my boxes and gear for
trips. Having him makes my life work.” Tom
made a much more significant contribution
to Debra’s career when he encouraged her
to retire from her computer software job
in 2003 and follow her bliss by becoming
a full time fine artist. She has brought the
same dedication and energy to her new
career and, as it happened, it allowed her
more time to enjoy Tom’s company as he
pursued his passion for antique sports cars
on long distance rallies that have presented
her with new painting locations of beautiful
places and new gallery opportunities.
He is a member of the Peachtree MG
Registry (Georgia is the “Peach State”) and
has two MGs. Debra reports, “One runs
and one only half runs.” To transport their
luggage and her painting gear on these long

The Support Team
Another important development in
Debra’s life was meeting Tom Nadelhoffer in
1984 and marrying him the following year.
At the time he worked in Atlanta for Delta
Airlines and then Worldspan. Worldspan
was formed in the early 1990s by Delta
Airlines and a couple of other carriers to
operate and sell its Global Distribution
System (GDS), which was used by travel
agents and travel related websites to book
airline tickets, hotel rooms, rental cars, tour
packages and associated products. Tom is
now retired and has two children, Thomas
and David, and a grandson, Walker, by a
previous marriage.
Aside from being a spouse, he has
played an important role in Debra’s art
career. “Tom is the best, without him
I could not do what I do. He has always
encouraged my art and helps me with

Maritime Museum and Badger

distance trips, Tom built a trailer for the MG
(the one that runs). Last year they made a
thousand-mile trip to Mackinac Island,
MI located in the straights between Lakes
Michigan and Huron. As documented in the
Naval War of 1812 video the Society made
for the 1812 Bicentennial, Mackinac Island
was an American fortified outpost on the
Canadian border in the early Nineteenth
Century and saw the first action of the
War when it fell to the British in a surprise
raid. Debra’s visit was more productive:
She visited Mackinac’s Little Gallery on
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"Training Day" - 24" x 30" - Oil on Linen

the Island where she met the owner, Becki
Barnwell who recalls, “Debra came into
Mackinac’s Little Gallery, loved the space,
the artists and our display and asked if
we accepted artists from other states. She
then sent me images of her work, which I
immediately responded to with favor. I love
her work.” 7

Finding ASMA and New Horizons
“I love the sea and the coast and,
if I don’t get down there several times a
year, I get depressed. Even up here in the
mountainous terrain of northern Georgia I
love to find water – a stream, river or lake.
And it is not just the coasts down here. My
husband and I have been going to Maine
for summer visits for the past twenty years.
I love Maine and applied for the Artist in
Residence Program at Acadia National
Park a couple years ago and was accepted.
Acadia preserves much of Mount Desert
Island and associated smaller islands
off Maine’s mid-coast and is the oldest
National Park east of the Mississippi. So
(Footnotes)
Other galleries that represent Nadelhoffer are: the Frameworks
Gallery in Marietta, GA; the Burton Gallery in Clarkesville, GA;
and the On the Waterfront Gallery in Apalachicola, FL.
8
Those who can visit Madrid should know that Tripadvisor.com
ranks the Museum as the #5 of the 614 things they list to do
in that city.
7
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in September 2012 Acadia gave me a free
place to stay for two weeks and in return
I did a children’s program one evening
(taught a mixed media class for kids up
to ninth grade) and the next week was
scheduled to take out a group of adult
painters but that did not materialize. They
also gave me a studio space to work in
while I was there. It was fun going around
the park painting the landscape and sea on
location and finishing up the works in the
studio. Acadia also asked that I give them a
piece of work done from my stay there and
I had up to a year to send it back to them.
They auctioned it to raise money to support
the program, which I thought was great.”
“This basic interest in water plus the
urging from my dear Georgia friend and
neighbor, ASMA Signature Member Anne
Brodie Hill, led me to join the American
Society of Marine Artists soon after I became
a full time artist. My first ASMA National
was the Thirtieth Anniversary Exhibition in
2008 – 2009. Since then I have been juried
into all of the ASMA National Exhibitions
and the recent ASMA South Regional at the
Gadsden Arts Center in Quincy Florida.
Because of this success, I decided that I
should try for more national exhibition
exposure with other organizations. I get
into some and some I don’t, but this is

part of the process. It certainly keeps
me humble.” As we saw in the opening
paragraphs, her successful participation in
six national exhibitions in recent months
is hardly grounds for humility! And she
has been successful in broadening her
organizational ties for, in addition to
ASMA and her Signature Membership in
the Southeastern Pastel Society, she is a
member of the Oil Painters of America, the
American Impressionist Society, American
Women Painters and a Signature Member
of the Women Painters of the Southeast.          
In addition to providing national
exposure for her work, ASMA has some
of her favorite artists. “I couldn’t begin to
list them all. The level of excellence within
the Society is hard to compare. Outside
ASMA I find myself leaning to more
impressionistic work, but love so many
different styles of painting. There are so
many great artists, it is hard to say whose
work I love the most, but here are a top
few that come to mind. I have not been

"Dinner Time" - 16" x 20" - Oil on Linen

fortunate enough to go to Spain and visit
the Sorolla Museum in Madrid 8, but I have
visited the Hispanic Society of America Art
Museum and Gallery in New York City and
it is impressive. The work by Joaquín Sorolla
y Bastida (1863 – 1923) blew me away
when I walked into the room covered in his

Notes From Brush Hill

very large paintings. There is an energy and
life to the paintings that you feel. The size
is monumental. I decided that he was my
favorite of all time and think is every artist’s
dream to have left such a piece of yourself
behind that continues to amaze viewers. I
love the brushwork, light and color, subject
matter…all of it.
I also love the beautiful brushwork,
movement, energy and light of John
Singer Sargent (1856–1925). The oceans
of William Trost Richards (1833-1905) are
beautiful in their atmosphere, movement
of the waves and rock formations. I love
his subtlety of color and light in his coastal
scenes. Richard Schmid (b. 1934), who
begins his paintings with transparency and
adds subsequent layers of paint that you can
see through, has had a huge influence in
how I begin my paintings. He goes for the
focal point and builds around it with just
the right amount of detail. Albert Handell
has always been a favorite with his careful
composition and abstract beginnings. He
lays in transparently in loose washes and
builds his painting from there.”

In her plein air painting, Debra is
attracted to the “chaos” of nature. “To
paint the chaos abstractly but in an
impressionistic way is a challenge and a
joy. Taking my paintings out of the realm of
just copying what I see to making a painting
that the viewer can feel and participate in
is my goal.” In this vein she relates to the
atmosphere in paintings by Douglas Fryer
(b. 1963), a Utah artist who also finds
the chaotic forces of nature profoundly
interesting. Echoing the observations
about the “unseen” in art made by Debra’s
teacher Marc Chatov, Fryer holds that the
chaos found in plein air landscapes might
embody under a natural appearance the
notions of unseen things outside or inside
of the physical world. This same interest in
atmosphere has drawn Debra to the works
of Kathleen Dunphy (b. 1963) a California
artist (who, incidentally, was inducted into
the Plein Air Painters of America at the
same time ASMA Fellow Joseph McGurl
was in 2012), Michael Workman (b. 1959)
another Utah painter and the native Texas
tonalist, Nancy Bush.
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Upon reflecting on the larger scope of
her work and career, Debra notes, “I am
not a religious person but I am a spiritual
one. Being in nature whether painting or
just sitting and observing touches that
spiritual part of me where I connect with
God.” Debra has come full circle: She set
out to learn, mostly teaching herself, and
continues to do so teaching others. Her
advice to young artists is:

“If you know you want to paint…
don’t wait. Do everything you can to learn
everything you can right now. The thing
about being an artist is that, the more you
learn, the more you find you need to know.
It never ends. It will keep you searching
for the rest of your life and it is a lifestyle,
not a job. Doors will open for you that will
take you on some of the most amazing
journeys.”

16th
National
Exhibition

COLOR
CATALOG

ASMA Fellow Don Demers, who is
one of Debra’s favorite artists, reported
from Maine following his meeting Debra
and others at Mary Erickson place in Port
Clyde:
“Debra was a student of mine as well
as in a workshop that Anne Brodie Hill
arranged in Gainesville, GA and we've
painted together since then.
What I can say about Debra is that
her commitment, passion, dedication and
devotion to her work are exceptional. She
invests deeply in her work, both technically
and visually, and her selection and choice
of subject usually carry a theme that is
very important to her. She's way beyond
‘making pretty pictures.’”

Charles Raskob Robinson is
a Fellow of the Society. He
paints at Brush Hill, a studio
built in 1752, located in
Washington, CT and formerly
owned by Connecticut and
New Mexico artist Eric
Sloane. Some of Charlie’s
work may be seen on his
website at:
www.brushhillstudios.com.

140+ full-color
pages of every work
in the Exhibition,
with descriptive text
from the artists,
illuminating their
inspirations and
methods.
8 -1/2" x 11" perfect
bound soft cover
edition.

See ad on the
back cover for
details
www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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The Fellows
Corner
Insights and
Inspirations from
ASMA’s top artists

Figure 1

Fellow William Duffy is a grandmaster of
the elements in a painting which, in my
opinion, separate the truly great landscape
painters from the rest of us mortals. The
authenticity of different effects of light and
atmosphere; deft, expressive brushwork
and subtle modulation of colors within
colors; and, most extraordinarily, the
ability to evoke in the viewer a certain
mood, elevates Bill's work to the highest
level. Here, he takes us through some of
his processes.
– Russ Kramer
ASMA President

Figure 2

William P. Duffy
Introduction

It is a pleasure to share again with all
of you not only my method of painting
but also how I became an artist in the first
place.

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5
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Like many of you, I was born creative
with a strong imagination and of course
this is something no one strives for or
plan, it is a gift. Early in childhood I had
my heroes. I was not content to read
everything I could get my hands about
Batman, Superman, Davy Crockett, Zorro,
pirates and all the TV cowboys. I drew them
having all sorts of adventures and when I
tired of that, with the help of my mother
sewing costumes, I became them. As a
teenager, I think part of my motivation to
keep drawing and painting was to recreate
the thoughts and feelings in my mind’s eye
and transfer them with paint onto canvas.
I have been making a living for more than
forty years with my illustrations and later
with my paintings, the picture in my mind
never quite lives up to its expression on
canvas. Coming closer to that goal keeps
me motivated and quite frankly it is fun
now but it wasn’t in the early days. Art
school was a struggle however I became
good enough, fortunately, to land a job in
house in a large greeting card company. It

was in the company of other artists, with
American Watercolor Society and National
Academy members as my art directors,
that I honed my craft. I was assigned to
paint the cards in actual size and only the
“masculine” birthday, Father’s Day and
anything to do with masculine activities.
For four years I painted a card a day. I
learned more about composition and
color in six months painting cards than I
did in art school. Perhaps painting cards
with such detail at only 5 x 7 inches for
so long led me to be more comfortable in
smaller sizes in my later paintings. Please
see figures 1 as the finished painting of the
step-by-step demonstration in this article
and figures 2-3 for examples of my greeting
cards done when I was in my twenties. It is
unfortunate that today younger artists don’t
have the opportunity in their early careers
to make a living as readily in illustration as
in the past. At least it is my understanding
that in greeting cards much of the demand
for illustrators has dried up. I was fortunate
to make a living illustrating while painting
as much as possible. Eventually I was able
to paint full time beginning with my first
International Show at the Maritime Gallery
at Mystic Seaport. From then on I painted
mostly coastal landscapes with occasional
urban subjects and landscapes.

The Approach to My Art
I love the initial stages of painting.
Using small scraps of toned pastel paper,
an office pencil and a white charcoal
pencil I’ll draw preliminary sketches of
my subjects whether in the studio or on
location. My first attempts at painting
in plein air were dismal failures. The
amount of information to assimilate was
overwhelming never mind the bugs, the
wind and the heat or cold and carrying
all the equipment and then setting up. A
few days of that made the studio all that
more attractive a place to work. However
I loved the immediacy of painting on
location. For me the way to simply the
subject was first to draw quick miniature
sketches about 2 by 3 inches or so with
just the major shapes. Once satisfied with
a composition, I then, on my toned canvas
or panel, did the same thing in one neutral
transparent oil color at about 8 x 12 to 9 x
12 inches. This process made the painting

in full color that much easier. After a
while, actually a long while, I got better.
For me it is gratifying to spend a couple
of hours and come away with a decent
painting much unlike the studio painting
that can take weeks. Please see figure 4
for an example of a very quick 8 x 12 inch
plein air painting. This was a delight to
paint with very little concern for drawing
while concentrating mostly on the effect
of light, local color and atmosphere to
recreate the mood and sense of place
of that morning in Cape Cod. Figure 5
was a more involved plein air subject
with difficult drawing but again my goal
was depicting the light and atmosphere
creating a particular mood with at least
some sense of place. Figure 6 is the 18 x
24 oil on linen studio version. Here I got to
paint the nuances of light with layer upon
layer of semi opaque passages and glazes
reserving the highest light for the end and
attempt to improve the drawing. Figures
4 and 5 are examples of my more literal
paintings based on particular places.
There have been so many times
while in the field or the studio where I felt
confined with painting particular places.
I often found myself while composing
a painting of a particular place, say in
Nantucket, wishing that this building
was different or that there was a hill over
there or different boats in the harbor or
just a few but that of course wouldn’t
be a painting that you could say was
Nantucket. I’ve painted enough particular
places over the last thirty years both in
the studio and on location to know what
I like to see in my paintings. Figures 7-10
are examples of paintings of no particular
place at all. They are images in my mind
that are representative of what I love to
paint. Finding these places as they are
would be unlikely and unnecessary for me
since I have painted elements within these
paintings on location and in the studio
from reference over the years. Figure 7 is
an idealized view of a place one might see
on the coast of southern New England.
Sometimes it is difficult to sell these works
since so many collectors are expecting to
identify the subject as a particular place.
Figure 8 again doesn’t exist as a particular
place or a particular boat either but for
me, I really don’t care, I paint what I like.
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I enjoy using the same linear composition
for two paintings but creating a different
lighting situation and two distinct moods
for each as is apparent in Figures 9-10
both imaginary subjects. Figure 9 depicts
a sun filled naturalistic but just beginning
to border on the surrealistic idealized
nearly bare composition. I like to have
the direction of the light and the wind in
a painting come from the same direction
stopped briefly by verticals as they travel
within the painting. I attempted in Figure
10 to depict the same subject only more
surrealistic as if a dream. This I want to do
more of. I find it interesting, exciting and
liberating. These paintings use all of what I
have become as an artist.

Figure 6

The step by step painting
As a brief introduction I paint in
alkyds (Winsor and Newton Griffin
Alkyds or Gamblin Fastmatte Alkyds )
for the initial wash and underpainting
in just one or two colors nearly always
transparent. Sometimes I will paint in the
lights opaquely. This underpainting, for
the studio work, goes over a fairly tight
pencil drawing and locks it into place so
it won’t smudge but it is clear enough to
see. Since alkyds dry quickly and won’t
lift up as I paint the rest of the painting in
oils mostly Gamblin. The pencil drawing
is completely covered by the end of the
painting process. I use the traditional
painting medium of ¼ Damar varnish, ¼
linseed oil and ½ turpentine. For brushes
I use Winton hog bristles sizes 2-12,
Langnickel synthetic mongoose flats sizes
2-8 and a Langnickel size 1 round for the
details.
The demonstration painting Images
(on Page 16) is entitled Windswept, 15x
20 inches, oil on linen. This composition
has many of the elements I like to see in
life and in a painting. The elements don’t
exist anywhere together. I made up the
buildings and the boat I have seen. Sand,
buildings, shallow water, strong almost
white light, a sculpture like boat, a sense
of wind, clouds, are many of the elements
I incorporate in my coastal landscape
paintings. The feeling I tried to create
is one of clear, cool, crisp light with the
Continued on Page 16

Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure 9

Figure 10
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wind sweeping over the scene, not quite
naturalistic and not quite realistic either.
Every artist has his or her own intentions
in creating art.
The steps for a studio painting are
simple once the composition is in place.

Figure 11

Figure 11. As you can see the drawing
is fairly precise and the alkyd wash of the
underpainting is neutral in color. All that
I wanted to establish at his stage are the
three or four values of the shapes without
the possible confusion that might happen
with full color. It is just a larger version
of the miniature pencil sketch on toned
pastel paper.
Figure 12. With thin opaque and
transparent oils I begin to introduce color
in a fairly low intensity. Painting something
without photographic reference requires
that the image in your mind that you want
to recreate in paint is clear.

Figure 12

Figure 14
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While I still enjoy painting familiar
places I enjoy most putting together a
composition including elements much
like a director would stage a scene in a
play. I get to paint would could be rather
than what already is.
It was a pleasure to give all of you, my
fellow artists, a glimpse into why and how
I paint. Thanks to Bob Semler for putting
together this article and for all the work he
has done over the years on behalf of all of
us of ASMA.

Figure 13. In the original composition
there was going to be a bush in the lower
left corner. Once seeing it on the canvas I
decided to take it out. It seemed to disrupt
the horizontal movement of the design.
Figure 14. At This point I am turning
my attention to the clouds and the lights
of the buildings. The pattern of the clouds
in the sky isn’t working for me.

Figure 13

shingles on the roofs of the buildings and
the sliver of light on the boat coupled with
the transitions in color, value and intensity
of the sky and clouds were the most fun to
paint. The whole process was leading up
to this last stage.

Figure 15

Figure 15. I decided to remove
some clouds and have most of the
remaining clouds dominate the left side
of the composition. You might ask why?
A complete answer would take too long.
Anyway it boils down to I thought it would
look and feel better with this change.
Figure 16. The final and by far the most
time consuming and fun stage is this one.
By now I like the composition and feel like
the painting will turn out OK. To make the
painting less stark, to add a contrasting
element against the white building and
to increase the sense of wind I added
some trees. Since I wanted brilliant white
light across the whole painting I built up
in layers of semi opaque passages cool
colors and warm reflected colors against
the shadow sides of the buildings and
boat. The opaque and heavy whites of the

Figure 16

Bill Duffy is a long
time Fellow of the
Society and resides in
beautiful Tannersville,
New York.

Charles F. (Fran) Kenney
1919 - 2014
Charles F. (Fran) Kenney, passed away last fall. He
had a long, enjoyable relationship with ASMA since
1980, almost from the beginning of the Society. Many
of the newer members probably don't know him
personally but those who have also been involved
with the Society since that time did know him and
his work. He painted up until his last few months
as he was determined to finish those paintings that
he had started. He was one month short of 95 years.
He was a very accomplished artist, a shy man,
not outspoken or one who drew attention to himself,
but was a very dedicated marine artist and a "family
man" - a good, loving husband and father. His
memorial service was a quiet affair, only the family,
so many do not know that he is gone.
Kennedy had devoted his whole life to art, being a
commercial and marine artist, then upon retirement
to Cape Cod he devoted his paintings to marine
art - painting so many of the old historic whalers,
schooners and clipper ships - from the hard working
lobster boat to the fully rigged ship. He came from a
long line of seafarers, sea captains and ship builders,
his father being a merchant marine captain, a
grandfather and great uncle from Nova Scotia both
captains lost at sea. During WW2 he served as an
officer in the Coast Guard in the Philippines. So, one
could say the sea and the ships were part of him. .
He was awarded the status of "Premier Artist"
at the Maritime Art Gallery at Mystic Seaport
and was in numerous ASMA shows throughout
his years as a member. An art critic once wrote of
his work for one of the ASMA shows, "This artist
takes historical subject matter and executes it in an
expertly detailed, realistic manner. The water looks
like water, the sails have volume, the rigging... is
exact. In addition, the light and sense of movement
bring the work to life. This is an artist who knows the
tradition and sticks to it and does it well." His works
have been commissioned by the Dept. of the Navy,
Ratheon, Hartford Insurance, plus numerous private
collections.  He was a skilled artist and could stand
proudly shoulder to shoulder with his contemporary
marine artists. He knew the ship that he painted, her
rigging and the water she sailed in.

Attention All Members

17th ASMA

National Exhibiton
The Society will be jurying work for the 17th National
ASMA Exhibition in the spring of 2016. Any Member of the
Society can submit. Submissions will be made in March 2016
and juried by the Fellowship in conjunction with the annual
ASMA portfolio reviews in held in April. A Show Prospectus
will be sent out to the membership in January of 2016.
ASMA IS A PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION
WITH ONE BASIC REQUIREMENT: ALL SIGNATURE
MEMBERS and FELLOWS ARE REQUIRED TO SUBMIT
AT LEAST ONE WORK FOR THE ASMA NATIONAL
EXHIBITION. SIGNATURE OR FELLOW MEMBERSHIP
STATUS WILL BE FORFEITED IF A SUBMISSION IS NOT
RECEIVED BY THE DEADLINE.
In the past, we have been lenient in enforcing this
requirement. We have extended the deadline and contacted
delinquent members requesting they send in the required
entries. This not only has encouraged irresponsibility but
has taken a toll in the time and effort from the Fellows and
members of the Board and run up administrative costs. ASMA
is an all-volunteer organization that operates on a shoestring
budget. Therefore, the practice of individually contacting
members to send in required entries will no longer continue.
Any member with a hardship that would prevent submitting
an entry, must notify the Exhibition Committee prior to the
submission deadline. Hardships will be evaluated on a case
by case basis.
The 17th National ASMA Exhibition will open at the
Muscarelle Museum in Colonial Williamsburg, Virginia in
conjunction with our Annual General Meeting, which will
be held September 8th through 11th. The Exhibition will be
hosted by six museums and conclude in the fall of 2017. Details
will appear in the next issue.
Start planning for one of the best AGM’s in ASMA history!
The Muscarelle museum, although small, is ranked as one of
the finest in the nation. It is part of William and Mary College,
the second oldest (to Harvard) institution of higher education
in the nation. Williamsburg is also one of the oldest, founded
in 1632 as Middle Plantation before changing its name to
Williamsburg in 1693. There will be a tremendous line up of
events, so be on the lookout for more information to soon. See
you in beautiful, historic Williamsburg, VA next September!

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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NEW from the AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MARINE ARTISTS (ASMA)

The Naval War of

1812-1815

Foundation of America’s Maritime Might
CONTAINS OVER 100 FULL COLOR
PAINTINGS BY MEMBERS OF ASMA

The Naval War of

his book is based:

nic masterpiece, engaging all of us in
ideo history to have been produced

tles to defend our nation and keep the
about the value of preparedness and

William S. Dudley, Ph.D.

Command of the United States Navy

f 25 engagements on the high seas.
ed by skilled crews, ranked among the
sts’ documentary explores this rich
Corps and

or and author of
reated with the
Europe, the Unitduced in conjuncand Coast Guard.
ne Artists (ASMA) that produced
or profit marine art organization.
societyofmarineartists.com

With Foreword by William S. Dudley, Ph.D.,
Former Director of Naval History for the United States Navy
EXPANDED EDITION WITH OVER 90 FULL COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS

Gun Deck Aft
By Robert Sticker (1922-2011)
Fellow of the American Society of Marine Artists

Charles Raskob Robinson

Gordon Peterson

e Assistant for U.S. Senator Jim Webb.

U.S. Navy League’s magazine SEA POWER

1812-1815

Foundation of America’s Maritime Might

*

he U.S. maritime constituency, and
ut a significant chapter in the U.S.
nal security. Bravo Zulu!”

T h e N a v a l Wa r o f 1812 -1815

y on the Naval War of 1812 - 1815 to

Charles Raskob Robinson

3/24/15 6:46 PM

This book is based on the ASMA video
documentary that the former Director of the
Naval History and Heritage Command of the
United States Navy, William S. Dudley, Ph.D.,
described as “a dynamic, forward thinking,
electronic masterpiece that is by far the best
and most balanced video history to have been
produced during the 1812-1815 Bicentennial.”
Dr. Dudley contributed the Foreword.
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The book tells the exciting story about how
the young American Republic established the
United States Navy, Marine Corps and Revenue
Cutter Service (the predecessor to the Coast
Guard), designed and built the most powerful
class of frigate in the world, trained its seamen
in gunnery and naval warfare and gained battle
experience in the Quasi-War with France in
1798-1800 and the Barbary War (“Shores of
Tripoli”) in 1801-1805.

To watch the video, go to:
www.naval-war-of-1812-illustrated.org
ASMA NEWS AND JOURNAL

Lessons learned then are still relevant in today’s
very uncertain world. In this era of fighting sail
when ships were made of wood and men of iron,
the narrator takes us into the action of the three
principal theaters of the conflict: The war on blue
water of the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans;
the war on the lakes along the northern border
with British North America (Canada) and the
war on brown water of American bays, sounds,
estuaries and rivers from Maine to New Orleans.

Battle of Lake Erie
By Patrick Lyons O’Brien, Signature Member of ASMA

All net proceeds from sales of the books go to ASMA, the nation’s oldest and largest professional
not-for-profit educational organization dedicated to marine art and history.
www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
The Epilogue traces the history of
American maritime services over
the following 200 years.

U.S. Frigate Constitution at Sea
By John Stobart, Fellow Emeritus of ASMA

The United States was a neutral nation
in a world where European powers
were locked in a death struggle. When
it could no longer tolerate interference
with its maritime commerce and the
impressment of its sailors into the
Royal Navy, it declared war against
Great Britain in the “Second War of
Independence” in 1812.

Sailor’s Return from the Sea
By Leonard Francis Tantillo,
Fellow of ASMA

Bombardment of Fort McHenry
By Mark Myers, Fellow Emeritus of ASMA
and Member and Past President of the
Royal Society of Marine Artists

U.S.S. Intrepid at Okinawa
By Richard C. Moore, Signature Member and Past President of ASMA

Purchase these books on the ASMA website.
U.S. Frigate United States
By Geoffrey Hunt, Member of the American
Society of Marine Artists and Member
and Past President of the Royal Society of
Marine Artists

In the words of the current Secretary
of the Navy Ray Mabus:

“(In the future) whatever unknown seas
this still young and expanding nation
will have sailed, our maritime services
will still recognize their voyage began,
in earnest, in the War of 1812.”

Each chapter bristles with action.
There are two editions both with the same soft color cover:
• A black and white, 6” x 9” version with 133 pages and a
dozen illustrations that retails for $15.95.

• A full color, 8” x 10” version with a total of 142 pages
that includes over one hundred full color illustrations by
ASMA artists and retails for $29.95.
www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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Regional
Reflections

by Anne Brodie Hill
annebhill@aol.com

If you are like me, the summer flew
by too fast! I hope many of you were able
to find time to paint or sculpt or go on
trips that included time to paint and take
photos of your favorite vacation spots.
Please read all the great news sent to
Bob Semler for this issue. The Coos Art Museum, the Peninsula
Gallery marine invitational for ASMA East members, the
French Tall Ship that sailed up the East Coast, the Cultural
Center of Cape Cod Master Marine Artist Exhibit and more.
There have been so many opportunities at home and around
the country and abroad for marine artists to participate in and
enjoy.
And don’t forget to read about the 2015 Young Marine
Artist Search (YMAS) competitions and the National YMAS
results in this issue. Thanks go to Kim Shaklee, ASMA Fellow,
and Michael B. Karas, ASMA Fellow, for volunteering to
judge the entries. Judging was a very difficult (but enjoyable)
job considering there were 13 three dimensional (3D) works
and 37 paintings (2D) to judge for awards. Last year there
were only 34 entries total and they were all from Georgia
and Texas. This year, in addition to the Georgia and Texas
entries, we received images from Cape Cod, MA, Coos Bay,
Oregon, Colorado, Florida, and North Carolina. We even
received entries that students sent as individuals, not part of
any regional competition! So each year, we are increasing our
outreach to teachers, art museums, and art centers around the
USA, and hoping to keep in contact with all the present and
past YMAS students.
Hope to see many of you at the Annual Meeting in Plymouth,
MA in October.
ASMA East
reported by Sharon Way-Howard
As always, summer seemed to go by at “warp speed”! Way
back (it seems!) in June, my husband Bill and myself went to
the opening reception hosted by gallery owner BJ Clark of
the Peninsula Gallery in Delaware. It’s a beautiful gallery &
BJ hung the 17 ASMA artists works perfectly! My husband
took many photos of the event, which hopefully appear in this
issue. This exhibition was a marine invitational for ASMA East
members.
You may remember that the French tall ship, L'Hermoine,
was traveling up the east coast. Suzanne Bethel, the executive
director of the Art League of Alexandria, VA. informed ASMA
about this opportunity. I believe Bill Doying has written a
brief history of the L'Hermoine elsewhere in this issue. Neal
Hughes took advantage of Suzanne’s offer of the use of a Go
Pro camera to document his days painting the tall ship in
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Philly. Neal graciously provided a wonderful write-up of his
adventure, which follows here:
“ I spent two days (June 25 and 26, 2015) painting during the
recent visit of the "Tall Ships" to Philadelphia. The event itself
took place June 25 - 28. I also had a Go Pro camera to record the
event that was sent to me by The Art League (Alexandria, VA)
that I wore while strolling around and painting. The videos
will be posted on their website and possibly on the ASMA
website.
It was an interesting experience for many reasons. It was
a little overwhelming because of the number of people who
stopped to talk to me while I was painting. The event was well
attended and some of the lines to board the ships went past
my easel.
Many complimentary remarks were made and the people
were very friendly. The children seemed particularly interested
in what I was doing and one little girl named Arianna stayed
close by for at least two hours offering advice and showering
me with nice comments about how awesome the painting
was. At one point she let me know that there were ducks in
the water and that I had neglected to put them in my painting.
I promptly added the ducks and told her that I think I will
name the painting "Arianna's Ducks". I later revised that
to "Arianna’s Ducks Visit the Tall Ships in Philadelphia".
OK, a little esoteric but I don't think I could change the title
completely once I told Arianna what I was thinking.
I'm sure that people photographed me possibly hundreds
of times. Some people asked permission and others just shot
away. A very nice French women, who was with the French
Department of Tourism and was here with L'Hermione, the
tall ship from France, let me know that she was going to post
the photo of me on their Facebook page. (see links below)
Another women who I do not know posted a photo of me on
her Facebook page and lamented that she neglected to find out
who I was. A friend of mine who happened to know her saw
the post and told her that it was me and I became aware of
this whole thing through my Facebook page when my friend
posted her comments. Small world!
All in all I really enjoyed myself and once again I have come
to realize what an awesome job I have. Being a painter is a very
special vocation and at times like this I feel that I am extremely
blessed to be able to do this to make a living.”
Facebook links: See June 29th https://www.facebook.com/Rochefort.Ocean.
Tourisme?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/neal.hughes.7927
A big “thank you” to Neal for sharing his wonderful story
with fellow ASMA members! And to close out my report, Bill
Schmidt had 2 paintings in the recent Salmagundi Nautical
Show in July. Finally, lets all welcome new ASMA East member,
Terry Miller of Takoma Park, MD.
Please remember to send me any info or tidbits about your
art or anything that might be of interest to our fellow ASMA

members. As you can see from Neal’s report, your input makes
this report more interesting. Thanks!
ASMA West
Brent Jensen, San Francisco artist,
has volunteered to be a new ASMA West
Representative. Please call on him if you
have any questions or ideas for your region.
Brent received his B.A. in Art from the
University of Utah and has been a full-time
plein air and studio fine art oil painter since
2007, drawn toward marine paintings with
boats and harbor compositions.
Brent is a featured artist in Cindy Salaski’s book, Oil
Painting with the Masters and has articles in International
Artist magazine, SouthwestArt magazine, Art of the West
magazine, and American Art Collector magazine. As a
traditional Impressionist style oil painter, his technique uses
a loose approach, limited palette, and objective perspective so
that any two viewers are able to differently interpret one his
paintings. Brent is pleased to be an ASMA West Representative
and welcomes this connection with fellow members.
"Senior student at the Art Academy of Colorado, Kiersten
Bates from Littleton, CO, entered her painting "Hammer
Time", oil 16" x 20", in
the 2015 YMAS National
Competition." The photo
was taken outside the
Academy,
Mainstreet
Gallery, and 12 artists'
studios (including studios
of Kim Shaklee, ASMA
Fellow,
and
Sheri
Farabaugh,
ASMA
signature member) in
Kiersten Bates, her YMAS National entry "Hammer downtown
Brighton,
Time" and Art Instructor, Ed Hawkins, outside of the
Colorado.
Academy located in Brighton, Colorado."

AREA REPRESENTATIVES
Asma North

Connecticut, Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, New Hampshire, Ohio, Rhode Island, Vermont,
Wisconsin, Canada and International

Steve Lush

Russell, Second Place

Continued on Page 22

nella.lush@gmail.com

advisor to area representatives

Lois Salmon Toole
lstoole@windstream.net

Asma East

Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia

Sharon Way-Howard

swayhoward@aol.com                       

advisors to area representatives

Bill Schmidt

Christine Diehlmann

pleinairbill@aol.com

diehlmannseaart@comcast.net

Asma South

Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee

Anne Brodie Hill
annebhill@aol.com

Charles Sharpe
csharpetts@aol.com

Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, Puerto Rico, Texas,
and the US Virgin Islands

Val Sandell
valartist@aol.com

advisor to area representatives

Robert C. Semler
robert@rcsemlerart.com

ASMA North
The Cultural Center of Cape Cod Executive Director, Bob
Nash, sent a photo of some of the YMAS award winners, taken
at the opening reception of the Master Marine Artists Exhibition
and the regional YMAS
competition (35 entries)
on July 25, 2015. The
exhibition took place
from July 15 until
August 6. Please see
www.cultural-center.
org for more details.
We are so glad that the
YMAS Award winners at the CCCC: From left, Cultural Center of Cape
Corrine Adams, Ceramics teacher, Alex Provost,
participated in
Honorable Mention, Lilly Paine, First Place and Oliver Cod

Nella Lush

slush49@gmail.com

Asma West

Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Indiana,
Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,
New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon,
South Dakota, Utah, Washington, Wyoming
FPO and AE

Bob Dykes

Brent Jensen

robert.dykes@cox.net

Dutch Mostert

brentjensen@me.com

dutchmostert@netscape.net

advisors to area representatives

Kim Shaklee

Jon Olson

kim@kimshaklee.com

Alan Ryall

alan@alanryall.com

jonlolson@aol.com

Austin Dwyer

aadwyer@austindwyer.com

Grant Saylor
g.saylor@comcast.net

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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Regional Reports - Continued from Page 21

the 2015 YMAS competition. Please see more details about
the National YMAS in this issue. And ASMA Fellow Emeriti
William Muller was the judge for awards for the CCCC YMAS
competition - Thank you Bill !
Several ASMA members' works were included in the Master
Marine Artists Exhibit: John Stobart, William R. Davis,
Richard Loud, Sergio Roffo, Laura Cooper, David Bareford,
William Muller, Joseph McGurl, the late Willard Bond,
Donald Stoltenberg, Donald Demers, Russ Kramer, and
Karol Wyckoff. John Stobart and others made a presentation
at the end of the reception.
ASMA South
We are so thankful to our members who are supporting
YMAS, with their time, their generosity, and their ideas. Bill
Doying and Dick Elam have been such great supporters last
year and this year. Tom Nielsen, Carrollton, GA, took his
YMAS competition to a new level by printing a big banner for
the Carrollton Arts Center, giving special ASMA tote bags to
his winning students, along with other new ways to encourage
the Carrollton students. He is planning on attending the local
high school art classes in 2016 to interact with the art students
and show them what ASMA, marine art, and YMAS is all
about.
Cynthia Darwin in Galveston, Texas, has been instrumental
in keeping the YMAS connection and enthusiasm going at the
Galveston Art League. And her dad, Dick Elam, is always
“there” for Cynthia and Anne Brodie Hill - to encourage
them to keep up the good work for YMAS. Christina Ramos,
Senior at Ball High School, Galveston, TX, won a 2015 National
Honorable Mention YMAS award. We hope to keep in touch
with her and her teacher, Candice Lepo. Please see all the other
National Awards on the YMAS page.
Many of the 2015 YMAS regional and national award
winners are now in college.
In fact, the 2014 and 2015 Best of Show National winners
are both attending the Savannah College of Art and Design
(SCAD) in Atlanta, GA. We want to encourage these students
to keep making art - they are the future of ASMA! We will send
all the students an email or letter encouraging them to follow
ASMA on our web site, even if they don’t renew their student
membership. They all can see, as can every ASMA member or
non-member, the past ASMA News & Journals on the ASMA
web site - what a great benefit to our membership and others
interested in marine art and ASMA.

ASMA News & Journal Deadlines
Winter - December 1st • Spring - March 1st
Summer - June 1st • Fall - September 1st
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COMING in

the WINTER Issue of the

Photos from the

ASMA Annual Weekend
Plymouth, Massachusetts

Painting the Ships
of the Chesapeake
by James Drake Iams
In addition to our regularly featured
Notes From Brush Hill by Charles Robinson
and
Regional Reports by Anne Brodie Hill

DON'T MISS IT

Look for it in your mailbox, scheduled delivery, mid-January

American Society of Marine Artists

3rd National YMAS Competition
Award Winners 2015
• Best of Show 2D – Kaylee Bahk
“Waiting” – Watercolor 24”x18”

• Best of Show 3D – Maria Oliva
“Vandentoorn II” – Ceramic – 8”Hx 9”Wx 8”D
• First Runner –up - Sierra Kazin
“Stuck on You” – Watercolor collage – 18”x24”
• Second Runner –up – Vanessa Patterson
“Untitled” – Mixed media – 24”x21”

BEST OF SHOW - 2D
Kaylee Bahk - Duluth, GA

Honorable Mentions:
• Kyler Green – “Yin Yang”
Ink – 19” x 25”
• Haley Harrison – “Jelly Belly”
Found objects and fiber – 56”Hx 19”Wx 19”D

BEST OF SHOW - 3D
Maria Oliva - Rowlett, TX

• Mikalah Maury – “Fractured”
Watercolor collage – 14”x14”
• Phillip McClure – “Honu”
Watercolor, acrylic and oil pastel – 36”x24”
• Christina Ramos – “Still”
Acrylic – 12”x12”
• Oliver Russell – “Friendship Sloop”
Oil – 19”x16”
FIRST RUNNER-UP
Sierra Kazin - Duluth, GA

HONORABLE MENTION
Kyler Green - Bandon, OR

HONORABLE MENTION
Haley Harrison - Carrollton, GA

• Kristina Stovall – “Tentacles”
Ceramic – 24”H x10”W x10”D

SECOND RUNNER-UP
Vanessa Patterson - Brookings, OR

HONORABLE MENTION
Christina Ramos - Galveston, TX

HONORABLE MENTION
Phillip McClure - Dalton, GA

HONORABLE MENTION
Oliver Russell - Mattapoisett, MA

HONORABLE MENTION
Mikalah Maury - Lilburn, GA

HONORABLE MENTION
Kristina Stovall - Rowlett, TX

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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Christine's Logbook - continued from Page 5

that gives rides over the water. The Ocean City Air Show adds
excitement to our skies each year. This year, we saw (and heard,
very loudly) the Navy’s Blue Angels come zooming low over the
condos out to the ocean to do amazing air maneuvers for us to
watch as we sat on the beach. The French air team was here also
– retired military. We had a fun back-and-forth with them when
we all patronized the same restaurant later that evening.
So, we painted in the sea and the air. Moving to the beach,
we can overwhelm with colorful umbrellas, towels and people
wearing all sorts of beach clothing (or not much as most old rules
about covering up off or on the beach are gone). Ocean City did
city- wide beach reclamation years ago so we have about fifty
feet of grass planted dunes to protect the residences. To finish
off my word painting, I’ll color in tall condos beside the beach,
most of which having another protective dune. In other parts
of the city are the old town buildings with boardwalk and low
rise hotels or condos. There is actually just about any kind of
housing in the resort with the single family homes on the back
bays and canals. This was fun! Actually, probably a good tool
when embarking on any painting. Thanks, Ed! All I need now
is Ed’s talent for knowing what to leave out and how to put it
all together to express the basic concept that vitalizes the image.
Having just described my favorite summer place, I have
to confess that I still think the coast of Oregon is the most
beautiful place in the entire United States. Flying into Portland
then driving down the entire coast from north to south is just a
magnificent feast for the eyes. (Yes, California is a close second
in many parts – especially around Carmel.) The news from Coos
Bay and the Coos Art Museum’s annual maritime exhibition is
out. The winners are: Best of Show - Harold Johnson’s “Down
to the Sea in Ships”, Director’s Choice - Austin Dwyer’s “A
Coffin for Ishmael”, Port of Coos Bay - Line Tutwiler’s “Harbor
Calm”. Entries of Merit were Richard Boyer’s “Building
Sand Castles”, Don McMichael’s “Gathering Place”, Mitch
Rolicheck’s “Fish 3” and Richard Shaffert's "Days End”. Jurors
this year were ASMA’s Carolyn Hesse-Low, Ivan Kelly and
Paul Mullally. Frank Gaffney is the featured artist this year.
Winner of the People’s Choice Award will not be available until
late in September. Clyde Kirkpatrick is including a nice write up
of the weekend in this issue.
Congratulations also go to Austin Dwyer on the publishing
of his history book of paintings “Ships to Remember” in the
UK. He is currently working on a follow up book “Tugboats to
Remember”. Lois Salmon Toole will be sending three miniature
paintings to the World Federation of Miniature Art Exhibition in
Johannesburg, South Africa next February. She has also recently
had work in exhibitions in New York City and Kentucky. Sheri
Farabaugh won an Award of Excellence in the OPA 2015 Western
Regional. Bill Lowe won the Juror’s Award at the California
Art Club exhibition ‘Spirit of Adventure” with his painting
“Schooner off the Back Side, Catalina Island”. We want to hear
of all of your triumphs in the art world. Please be sure to send
your information in the future to Bob Semler and also to your
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Regional Representatives. This e-mail information is listed here
in the ASMA News & Journal.
ASMA West now has a third Regional Representative, Brent
Jensen. Anne Brodie Hill’s Regional column includes more
detail. Welcome aboard, Brent!
The Maryland State Highway Administration made a
discovery in August that may be of some interest to you.
According to the Baltimore Sun for August 29, 2015, last April
29th, a barge ran into the Nanticoke River Bridge that crosses the
river on route U.S. 50 on the Eastern Shore near Vienna. The SHA
was sent down to clear the debris and found to their surprise that
the barge accident exposed the wreckage of what was likely a
merchant ship that ferried grain to or from the port of Vienna in
the late 1700s. How or when the 45 foot long wooden boat came
there is a mystery. There is some evidence that it may have been
deliberately scuttled. However, there is a good bit of charring
that suggests an accidental fire. There is also a “more significant
historical clue – that this ship was among at least a dozen that
the British sympathizers looted and burned in Revolutionary
War skirmishes known to have taken place in Vienna in 1780 and
1781.”
The SHA’s chief archaeologist investigating has noted that
“the wreckage could offer a rare glimpse into the states maritime
history, as the oldest Maryland made ship found in local
waters… Archaeologists plan to develop a three dimensional
model showing it to be a precursor to the schooners or clippers
for which the Chesapeake Bay is known. ”They were able to pull
the “ship’s keel and keelson, long pieces that run the length of
the hull, and many pieces that ran along underside. They were
fastened together using wooden pins called trenails, a key clue
suggesting that the ship had been built locally, where there
would not have been access to forged metal fasteners.
In some spots, sections of planking had been patched
and replaced, also suggesting the craft could be traced to a
local plantation rather than a large shipyard that would have
replaced entire planks…. An analysis of the timbers and the tree
ring patterns they bear proved they were cut from oaks felled
somewhere between Annapolis and the Potomac River around
the middle of the 1700s.” It was also established that it likely
stayed in Maryland waters because its small size and single mast
was not fit for ocean travel. “Many questions remain about the
ship. For example, the archaeologists know little about the ship’s
design because there are very few drawings or other information
available about ships so old…One mystery stands out. There are
an asterisk-shaped marking and other unusual glyphs on one
piece of wood, markings the archaeologists have not been able to
trace or understand.”
This year is going to be a very exciting one for ASMA. Russ
Kramer is resigning as President, but not as a Board member.
The Board will be electing a new President and Executive
Committee. Charlie Robinson and I will be leaving the Board.
You have received the ballot to elect two new Board members,
Lisa Egeli and Del Bourree-Bach. Both Lisa and Dell will be

Assorted Scuttlebutt - continued from Page 4

very valuable assets to the Board. There will be some changes
to the Committees but not substantially. The following is a
rundown of the Committees as they exist just before the AGM.
I am including them so you can see one of the reasons why
ASMA is the successful society that it is. We have a tradition of
including many helping hands so that we have not devolved
into one of those organizations that gradually become a one man
show whose existence depends on an aging handful of active
volunteers. Some of the Committee will change a bit after the
AGM.
The Exhibition Committee is chaired by Charles R. Robinson.
Members of the Committee are Mike Killelea, Lisa Egeli, Steve
Lush, Val Sandell, Alan Ryall and Len Mizerek. At present,
there is no Chair for the Financial Committee but Committee
members are Russ Kramer, Daven Anderson, Len Tantillo
and Charlie Robinson. Russ Kramer Chairs the Promotional
Committee with Committee members Kim Shaklee, Len
Mizerek, Len Tantillo, Mike Killelea and Alana Knuff. The
Membership Committee is chaired by Kim Shaklee. The
members are Anne Brodie Hill, Len Mizerek, Tom Nielson,
Daven Anderson and Val Sandell. Anne Brodie Hill is Chair
of the Education Committee. Committee members are Tom
Nielson, Bill McKeown, Val Sandell, Charlie Sharpe, Cynthia
Darwin, Kim Shaklee, Mike Karas, Kent Ullberg, Sergio Roffo,
Dick Elam, Bill and Carolyn Doying, Ed Parker, Don Norris
and Karol Wyckoff. The Regional Committee Chair is Anne
Brodie Hill. Committee members are Mike Killelea, Steve and
Nella Lush, Sharon Way-Howard, Charlie Sharpe, Val Sandell,
Robert Dykes, Dutch Mostert, Sergio Roffo, Russ Kramer,
Brent Jensen and Jon Pokela.
The By-Law and 501c3 Review Committee is chaired by Ann
Mohnkern with Committee members Kim Shaklee and Jon
Pokela. The Annual Meeting Committee is co-Chaired by Kim
Shaklee and Daven Anderson. Committee members are Charlie
Robinson, David Montiero and Lisa Eglei. The Nomination
Committee Chair is Anne Brodie Hill. The Committee is Tom
Nielson, Ann Mohnkern and Charlie Sharpe. For the Fellow
Management Committee, the Managing Fellow is Lisa Egeli.
Neal Hughes is the Deputy Managing Fellow.
You may have noticed by now that I am retiring from active
leadership on the Board of Directors and also as your personal
Member Representative on the Board. This column will be my
last as a regular contributor to the ASMA News & Journal. I
need to tell you that I am not tired of serving as your voice in
all ASMA Board room meetings and decisions. The reverse is
true. It has been a joy and privilege to work for you all these
many years - sometimes scrapping, often begging and frequently
nagging. The truth is that I am tired because I have a very rare
form of Leukemia and need some time to rest and regroup so to
speak. The next time I attend an ASMA event, I will be sitting
back relaxing and visiting with my many so valuable friends and
having a wonderful time!

sorry I am to lose her regular column, but that she must endure
this situation. We wish her well and as a personal note, Phyllis
and I, who have been friends with her and husband Billy for
years, wish her the best. We look forward to anything she
sends us in the future and seeing them again in Williamsburg.
This publication, that started as a few mimeographed
pages, and later became the ASMA News, was exactly what
it was meant to be. NEWS. Christine has supplied us with the
"newsy" stuff for many years.
We have progressed from a "Newsletter" to a full color
magazine, but the "newsy" part is still a major part of our
organization.
Thanks to so many in recent years, we have kept members
afloat as to what's happening in our field of maritime art.
Hopefully, we can continue on and give folks even more to
savor each quarter.
For those of you in our North Region, we have a great
opportunity for a Regional Exhibition at the Minnesota
Maritime Museum. They have previously hosted one of our
Exhibitions and are anxious to have us back. See the details in
the Prospectus in this issue.
And finally, I must give thanks to those who have come
to the call and have made donations that have helped us out
financially. As you know, we rely almost exclusively on dues
to keep us afloat, but there are those unsung heroes out there
who have consistently answered the call and helped us out.
Should you be in the position to do so, we are always most
appreciative. Many thanks to:

Keith Adams
William Blades
Alexander Burns Cook
Cynthia Darwin
William Doying
Dick Elam
Anne B. Hill
Jeffrey Hull

Ian Marshall
Joseph McGlynn
William McKeown
Tom Nielsen
Charles Raskob Robinson
Kim Shaklee
Karol Wyckoff

See you next year!!!!

ASMA News & Journal Deadlines
Winter - December 1st
Spring - March 1st
Summer - June 1st
Fall - September 1st
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How I Published the
ASMA 16th National Catalog

or...the do's and don't's of self publishing
By Len Tantillo
Before I begin please note that today, anyone can publish
anything, anytime. This is probably not a good thing. Copy
editors and art directors are now on the endangered species
list. Many an “author” out there believes they can do a
better job publishing their book without having someone
in a fancy office in the big city telling them what to do. So,
why bother with the so-called experts? They’ll only slow
you down, right! Well, yes and no.
Anyway, getting back
to what I’m supposed to
be writing about…no,
wait a miåute. There is
one more thing I’d like to
include with that opening
paragraph.
My second book was
conventionally published.
The first argument I had
with the editor was over
my place of birth. I was
born in a hospital in
Poughkeepsie, New York,
and raised in Ohioville,
New York, across the river.
The editor, who was also
born in Poughkeepsie, but, more importantly, raised there
as well, took offense. I was informed by the very annoyed
editor that only a true resident of Poughkeepsie should
be allowed to say they were born there, and therefore, I
was instructed to change my place of birth to Ohioville or
ignore it altogether. This caused great anxiety. It took years
of psychoanalysis to overcome the angst caused every time
someone asked me where I was born. So be warned that
conventional copy editors can cause serious mental health
problems. (They can also spot a bad book instantly.)
Okay, now that I got that off my chest…back to the
ASMA catalog.
When my good friend and respected colleague, Kim
Shaklee, asked me if I would design and oversee the
publication of ASMA’s 16th National Exhibition Catalog I
pretended not to hear her. In a moment of egomaniacal self
adulation I had inadvertently blurted out that I’d designed
and published five books and that three of them were self
published. Big mistake.
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Kim was relentless. Time was getting short. Commitments
had been made. ASMA’s reputation, and, in fact, its very
survival was at stake. The pressure got to me, so I finally
agreed to do the catalog. Within a few days all the artwork
and artist bios that would make up the content of the
catalog were delivered via the internet. Needless to say the
artwork was beautiful, but there was so much of it. I had
shipwrecks and seagulls. Oysters and pirates. You know the full range of almost every aspect of what we think of as
marine art. How was I going to put all this together?
Here’s what I did with some added suggestions and
comments for you if you want to try it…
Step 1
I set up an online account for ASMA with a company
called CreateSpace. CreateSpace is a subsidiary of Amazon.
com. I’d done this before for my own books and also a book
I helped organize for a friend. There are several pages of
forms to fill out. First of all you have to pretend that your
book is going to be real. It has to have a title and an author,
which is you. You have to tell them how many pages it will
have and whether it’s in color or not. In other words they
ask a lot of specific information which they know, as well
as you, will change over time. But give it to them anyway.
They ask for financial information including your credit
card and tax status, after all you are opening, what they
hope will be, an active business account. Answering all the
questions can be a little scary because they ask for so much.
By giving them all this data they will temporarily assign an
ISBN number for your book. If the book is never published
nothing happens. If you do take your project all the way
to the end everything that is required by the Library of
Congress, things like book identification numbers, formal
filing for authorship and supplying the LOC with a copy
for posterity is taken care of by CreateSpace for you at
no additional cost. If you are not willing to do this your
CreateSpace publishing project will begin and end here.
Remember, this step costs you nothing.
Step 2.
Write a book.
Step 3.

Design the book. For me, this was the really challenging

part.
Long before my eyebrows turned white I’d had
experience as a graphic artist. Over the years I’ve worked
with many software programs. You will need some
proficiency in Adobe Photoshop and InDesign to produce
the required digital files for self publishing. If you lack
these skills you can pay someone at CreateSpace to do this
for you. Although I think their fees are reasonable, you will
obviously, start incurring expenses if you choose to go this
route.
I cannot overemphasize the importance of the design
step. A good book that is poorly designed is doomed
from the start. As the book designer you have to deal with
everything. Fonts. Paragraph structure. Page balancing.
Color themes. Structure and pacing. Everything!
Reviewing previous ASMA catalogs gave me a general
sense of what the job entailed. I also studied numerous
museum catalogs for ideas. Hey, I’m not proud. When I
come across a good idea somewhere I try it out to see if
it can be of use in my project. One thing I did differently
in the 16th National Exhibition Catalog that ASMA hadn’t
done before was to break up our collective works into sub
categories. Once I did that the book started coming together
for me. The great advantage of using the InDesign program
is that you can see how your page spreads relate to each
other. Also, you can easily move page elements, page
spreads and entire sections of the book around if necessary.
After polishing it up a bit and adding a few embellishments
I converted the catalog’s InDesign files to the required PDF
file format for proofing.
The out-of-pocket cost at this stage was still zero since
I did all the work. Knowing that I was within twenty-five
or so pages of the final page count allowed me to get an
accurate price quote from CreateSpace.
Step 4.
Proofing the book.
I sent the PDF files to CreateSpace. There they are
analyzed for technical errors and either returned for
corrections or approved for printing a proof. You can, if you
are a total risk taker, give approval for final publishing at
this point. I didn’t publish at this stage and would never
even consider such a thing since I had no idea how well
the design was going to work or if the color reproduction
was set up correctly. I instead used the proofing services of
CreateSpace to help me refine my design.
Refinement is tricky because color representation on
each and every computer is different. What looks great
on your screen will almost always be different when it’s
printed. Past experiences with other companies will do
you no good with CreateSpace. You have to anticipate the
results when you first adjust the colors in Photoshop. This
is enough to drive any artist crazy. There were over one

hundred and forty pages in the ASMA catalog and it was all
trial and error. Although multiple proofing was a lot of work
it was worth it. Multiple proofing in conventional publishing
is time consuming and expensive. In self publishing with
CreateSpace it’s quick and cheap. The obvious benefit of this
feature is greater control over the final product.
So, when I received a proof that was off, I made the
necessary adjustments and repeated the process of creating
and submitting a new PDF file. I proofed the ASMA catalog
six times, gradually tweaking the images to move them
closer to what I thought looked good.
Moneywise this is truly the amazing part. Each proof
is treated as if you were purchasing a finished book at the
wholesale price. In this case it was around $12 per copy plus
shipping. I ordered multiple proofs because I wanted editing
inputs from others. In the end ASMA paid about $200 in total
costs for all the proofs I made. That was it, there were no
hidden surprise expenses.
Step 5.
Publish the book.

This is the simplest step of all. Push a button and the book
gets published. Within hours the book is available on Amazon
all over the world. Royalty checks will automatically come
to you. You do no accounting. You never handle the books
that are sold. All of that is done by Amazon. You can, if you
like, do as ASMA is doing and order quantities of books for
yourself. These are always sold to you at the original below
wholesale author’s price.
Epilogue.
In case you thought that was it and that you are now on
your way to fame and fortune, it’s time for a reality check.
99% of all self publishing authors make next to nothing on
their work. Within the 1% remaining many will receive a
modest income in drips and drabs over the years. Very few
will see “Harry Potter” success. Another consideration,
especially for us is that the CreateSpace product was never
really designed for the publication of artbooks. Formats,
and by that I mean the size, orientation, and, shape, of the
books they can produce are limited. You have no choice
over paper stock. It isn’t easy to get good color reproduction
on their standard inkjet stock. And the latest disadvantage
I’ve experienced is that over time printing results can vary.
A book I published fours years ago with acceptable color
reproduction now seems to be printing darker than it was in
the early years of its availability.
So knowing all that can go right and all that can go wrong,
ASMA’s 16th National Exhibition Catalog was published
using CreateSpace. If you were to go this route with your
book maybe you’ll be one of the highest grossing, self
published authors of all time. If not you’ll at least have a nice
Christmas gift for Aunt Millie and her friends.
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22nd Annual Maritime Exhibit
By Clyde E. Kirkpatrick
The pre-opening of the 22nd Annual Maritime Art
Exhibit was held on Friday, July 10th at the Coos Art
Museum (CAM) in Coos Bay, Oregon. The annual juried
exhibit of Maritime themed art from artists around the
country is sanctioned by the American Society of Marine
Artists (ASMA), and organized by ASMA West Region.
The exhibit is sponsored in part by the Coos Art Museum
as well as the Oregon International Port of Coos Bay and
will run from July 11th through September 26th 2015. A
sneak preview launched the Friday night activities which
included an informal dinner at a local Mexican cuisine
restaurant. The more formal Open House Saturday
evening included a banquet dinner and silent auction of
the day’s Plein air paintings.
A dense fog blanketed nearby Charleston Harbor
Saturday morning, threatening to dampen the spirits of
eager Plein artists. The Sea Basket restaurant provided a
cozy atmosphere for swapping stories during breakfast.
The colorful tales of inspirational travels would give local
fishermen’s yarns a run for their money.
Meanwhile, the morning sun struggled to brighten the
unseasonable cool, wet weather. The ‘bone yard’ provides
an ever changing line of old boats - some boats with
previously permanent residency had met with chain saws
and bond fires to make room for newer ‘old’ boats. The
‘bone yard’ is a perennial favorite location for inspiration.
Each artist hopes his or her Plein air painting will bring
a favorable donation to the Coos Art Museum. The
paintings are given to CAM and sold at the Saturday night
banquet’s silent auction. Banquet guests always enjoy
this great fundraiser for the museum and an opportunity
to obtain a desirable work of art from great artists, often at
a bargain price. Too much fun!
Featured artist for this year’s exhibit is ASMA Signature
member, Frank Gaffney. As a signature member and
past president of The Puget Sound Group of Northwest
Painters, Frank is also a member of the Oil Painters of
America and Coast Guard Art Program, COGAP. He had
the difficult task of judging and choosing awards for Best
of Show and Entry of Merit awards. He expressed to this
writer what a challenging job it was because of the number
of high quality entries. Frank Gaffney has an impressive
exhibit of his works in the Perkins Gallery at CAM
during the Maritime Art Exhibit. These masterpieces are
inspirational.
Jurors for this year’s exhibit were;
Carolyn Hesse-Low, Signature member of ASMA, the
National Oil and Acrylic Painters Society, The National
Watercolor Society, the American Impressionist Society
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and the California Art Club.
Ivan Kelly, Signature member of ASMA and a resident
of Toledo, Oregon. Recent exhibits include 16th National
exhibition of ASMA, Pacific Maritime Heritage Center in
Newport, Oregon and a 2013 exhibition at the Oregon State
Capitol in Salem.
ASMA Fellow Paul Mullally, resident of Seattle, earned
his art degree from Seattle University, studied at the Art
Students League and the Salmagundi Club in New York. He
spent two years painting at the Palette and Chisel Club in
Chicago.
CAM’s director Steven Broocks and Frank Gaffney
announced the winners of the various awards Saturday night
at the banquet. The awards are as follows;
• Best of Show - Down to the Sea in Ships
Harold W. Johnson, - Oil
• Port of Coos Bay Award – Harbor Calm
Liné Tutwiler - Oil
• Directors Choice - A Coffin for Ishmael
Austin Dwyer, - Oil
• Entry of Merit - Building Sand Castles
Richard Boyer - Oil
• Entry of Merit - Fish #3
Mitch Rolicheck - Bronze/Wood
• Entry of Merit - A Gathering Place
Don McMichael - Oil (triptych)
• Entry of Merit - Days End
Richard Shaffett - Acrylic
• People’s Choice Award
To be announced at the close of the exhibit.
ASMA Signature member and West Coast Area Rep.
Dutch Mostert, a co-founder of the Coos Maritime Art
Exhibit 22 years ago, graciously hosted a gathering of artists
after Friday night’s preview dinner. The highlight was a tour
of his recently remodeled Studio and Gallery.
This writer is amazed year after year at the emotional
impact experienced when viewing ASMA exhibits up close
and personal. If you have not yet done so, promise yourself
to find and attend an exhibit near you. You will be inspired!
The fabulous setting of the Coos Art Museum and the tireless
work of their staff and volunteers is beyond compare. If you
are unable to see this exhibition in person, you can view a
digital slide show of the entries by logging on to CAM’s web
site at http://www.coosart.org/ .
All Photos by Clyde Kirkpatrick
Exception – Plein Air photo of Scott Burger
by Charles Edmonds

Opens at the Coos Art Museum

Artists Plein Air painting at the Boneyard

CAM's Director Steven Broocks speaks to the crowd

Signature Member Frank
Gaffney speaks at the
opening night events at the
Coos Art Museum
BEST OF SHOW
"Down To The Sea in Ships"
Harold Johnson

ENTRY OF MERIT
"A Gathering Place"
Don McMichael

Coos Art Museum has been a cultural focal
point of Oregon’s scenic Southern Coast
since 1966. It occupies the historic 1936
Art Deco US Federal Building in downtown
Coos Bay. The Museum offers a wide range
of arts activities including exhibitions, art
classes and lectures. Hours are 10:00 am to
4:00 pm, Tuesday through Friday and 1:00
to 4:00 pm on Saturday.

DIRECTORS CHOICE
"A Coffin for Ishmael"
Austin Dwyer

ENTRY OF MERIT
"Days End"
Richard Shaffett

Signature Member Harold Johnson

PORT OF COOS BAY AWARD
"Harbor Calm"
Liné Tutwiler

ENTRY OF MERIT
"Building Sand Castles"
Richard Boyer

ENTRY OF
MERIT
"Fish #3
Mitch Rolicheck
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American Society of Marine Artists and the Minnesota Marine Art Museum
Presents

2016 ASMA North Juried Prospectus
Important Note:

This Exhibition is Open to
Members Residing Within The
ASMA North Region Only!
name, address, and phone number but
will not have a price tag. Anything sold

after it or as a result of the show, would
be a private arrangement between the
artist and any interested party.
1. The

Minnesota Marine Art
Museum of Winona, MN. will host
the 2016 ASMA North Juried Show.
The exhibit will be open to the public
from April 15, 2016 to July 24, 2016.
The exhibit will accommodate two and
three-dimensional artwork. An artist
reception will be held on Thursday,
April 14, 2016 from 5-7PM. The
reception is free to ASMA members
as well as ASMA exhibiting artists and
one guest.
2. Only gallery or museum quality
framed original artwork will be
eligible for hanging. This includes oils,
watercolors, acrylics, pastels, drawings
and graphics (which comprises
etchings, engravings, serigraphy, and
collages). Please send 3 different
views/images for each sculpture entry.
Submitting artwork for ASMA jurying is
an affirmation that artwork is original,
doesn’t infringe on any copyright,
and that the digital copy you send is
an accurate representation of your
artwork. Your work may be used for
promotional purposes.
3. Digital copies of up to 3 works may
be individually submitted for entry and
must be EMAILED beginning December
1, 2015 and no later than close of the
day January 6th, 2016. Images must be
submitted as 300 dpi JPEG images with
the longest dimension at 8”, maximum.
Email one image at a time and include
the following information with each
image in the text of your email: A. artist
name; B. title; C. medium; D. size of
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work (framed); E. a 50 to 225 word
description of the work; F. a 150 word
biography for the exhibition flyer and
publicity. Email images to slush49@
gmail.com. DO NOT MAIL ANY DISC’S
OR SLIDES! Please take the time to
CROP your images properly (i.e., crop
out the frame, mat, etc.). If your work
is accepted your emailed image(s) will
be used in producing the exhibition
catalog. If you don’t know how to
crop and format your images per the
instructions above, find somebody that
does to help you. If your submission(s)
don’t follow instructions they will not
be reviewed for this exhibition!
4. NOTE: There are two ways to pay
the $7 fee for each work submitted
(up to a maximum of three). 1-Mail a
check made out to ASMA and covering
the total due to: Steven Lush, 280
Marbleridge Rd., North Andover, MA.
01845. Please indicate “ASMA North
exhibit” on the check. 2-You may
also pay your entry fee on the “Make
Payments” page of the ASMA website.
5. Notifications of acceptance in the
show will be emailed (or sent via USPS
mail) in the week of March 1, 2016.
Upon notification of acceptance, your
work is committed. No substitutions
will be accepted. Judging for the
show will be done by an ASMA jury
committee.
6. Due to our status as a non-profit
organization, artwork may not be
offered for sale or sold during a regional
ASMA show. Work may be tagged with

7. All artwork will be insured by the
Minnesota Marine Art Museum while
in their possession.
8. Work accepted for inclusion
in the show must be delivered to the
Minnesota Marine Art Museum by April
1, 2016. Each piece must be labeled on
the back with the artist’s name, address
and phone number. Work must be
shipped pre-paid and insured, using
only a carrier that provides door to
door delivery. Attach a pre-paid return
shipping label in an envelope to the
back of each piece of artwork. Artwork
shipped in poor quality containers that
cannot be reused will not be accepted
in the show and the artist will have to
make individual arrangements for their
return. Mark shipping cartons ASMA
NORTH REGIONAL EXHIBITION,
and address them to The Minnesota
Marine Art Museum, 800 Riverview
Dr., Winona, MN. 55987
9. Hand delivered paintings must
be picked up after the exhibit closes
by no later than July 31, 2016, at
the Minnesota Marine Art Museum.
Artwork shipped to the Minnesota
Marine Art Museum will be shipped
back to the artist on the prepaid return
shipping label you supplied with your
art.
10. Contact Steven or Nella Lush
at (978) 975-0015 or slush49@gmail.
com with any questions regarding the
exhibit.

The French Replica
L'Hermione Visits the
U.S. East Coast
by William Doying

Many of our members have surely followed the visit to the
U.S. East Coast of the painstaking replica of the French 32-gun
frigate Hermione. The visit commemorates the 1780 voyage of
the original Hermione which brought the Marquis de Lafayette
to Boston with news that the French would send 5,500 troops and
five frigates to support the cause of the American Revolution –
precursors of the eventually decisive French help (in particular,
in the Battle of the Capes) that forced the British surrender at
Yorktown.
Eighteen years ago,
in Rochefort, France, the
effort was begun to create
a replica – this time called
L’Hermione, using building
techniques and handcrafts
as faithful as possible to
those originally employed,
using plans taken by the
British Admiralty from
a captured sister frigate
(Concorde
class).
This
time, though, the process
Fellow Neal Hughes painting at Penns Landing,
consumed
seventeen
Philadelphia, PA during the L'Hermione visit
years instead of the eleven
months in which the original was built. The replica then set out
for America, in April of this year, and arrived in June at Norfolk
to commence its celebratory tour of East Coast ports.
As residents of Alexandria, Virginia, which of course was
George Washington’s home for most of his life, we were fortunate
to have a visit of several days: First L’Hermione anchored off
Washington’s Mount Vernon for a commemorative visit with
dignitaries. (Apart from General Lafayette’s major importance
in the Revolutionary War effort, he and Washington by all reports
developed a deep affection, with Washington treating him as the
son he never had.) Then L’Hermione proceeded up the Potomac,
arriving at the drawbridge below Old Town at midnight (in
deference to the bridge’s function as a key link in Interstate 95).

When I arrived at the dock about 12:30 a.m., there were perhaps
200 slightly drowsy people to bid the frigate welcome, and all
boarding tickets for the three day stop had been claimed well
in advance. We had to satisfy ourselves with taking as many
(potential reference) pictures as possible!
L’Hermione’s visit to Annapolis, Maryland, the following
week followed much the same pattern, except that the
welcoming crowd formed at 3:00 in the morning, in time with
high tide, because of concerns about the frigate’s fifteen-foot
draft and what is believed to be a
seventeen-foot controlling depth in
the harbor (“believed” because it
was dredged to that depth ten years
ago!). All went well, however, and
for us there were more photos and
a delightful concert of French sea
chanteys from a costumed chorus.
As an artistic tie-in, our local
Art League (headquartered in
Old Town’s Torpedo Factory Art
Center), through our Executive
Director Suzanne Bethel, got in
touch with ASMA East rep Sharon
Way-Howard to explore interest in
Neal Hughes Painting of L'Hermione
the plein air painting opportunity
these visits present. One of The
Art League’s faculty did a plein air oil of L’Hermione during
her Alexandria visit, and documented the painting wearing a
GoPro camera; and ASMA fellow Neal Hughes did likewise at
Penn's Landing in Philadelphia. Suzanne's hope is to create a
video documenting such work up the Coast, and she has already
posted a blog on Art League's site discussing the effort.
I boast very limited plein air skills personally, so will content
myself with doing what I hope will be several studio watercolors,
including some miniatures, to commemorate the visit!
Photos courtesy Beth Mathues Jenning • L'Hermione photo courtesy Bill Doying
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Now Available
16th National Exhibition

COLOR
C ATA L O G
140+ full-color pages of every work in the Exhibition,
with descriptive text from the artists, illuminating their
inspirations and methods.
8 -1/2" x 11" perfect bound soft cover edition.

Special Member's Price

2195

$

Each + S & H
Shipping:
U.S: 1-2 copies add $8.00; 3 -10 add $15.00; 11 or more email for quote
Canada: 1-2 copies add $21.00; 3 or more email for quote
International: 1-2 copies add $25.00; 3 or more email for quote
Until Further Notice:
Please send a check made out to "ASMA" (Drawn on a US Bank Account) for $21.95
plus shipping and handling, along with your name, shipping address, phone number
and email.

Non-Members: Order directly from Amazon.com for $29.95 + S&H
16th National Exhibitors: if you have not yet received your free first
catalog please e-mail asmaartists@gmail.com. For additional copies,
follow directions above

Please make checks payable to

"ASMA"
and mail to:

ASMA 16th National
Color Catalog
P.O. Box 557
Carrollton, VA 23314
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